Clothing & Uniforms

Uniform Buttons of the United States, 1776-1865 ........................#Book-UBUS
by Warren K. Tice
This book uses a new and innovative classification system, which
categorizes buttons by period as well as by device (emblem).
Includes photos of buttons from the American Revolution through
the American Civil War.
#Book-UBUS Uniform Buttons of the U.S. only $53.99

Tidings from the 18th Century ........................................#Book-TF18C
by Beth Gilgun
Learn about 18th century Colonial American life. Gleaned from Gil-
gun's articles in Muzzleloader Magazine. Many new photographs and
drawings explain everything from choosing fabric, cutting and sewing
garments, cooking and more. Soft bound, 285 pages.
#Book-TF18C Tidings from the 18th Century only $27.99

Rural Pennsylvania Clothing......................................#Book-RPC
by Ellen J Gehret
A careful study, based on the examining of surviving pieces of
old clothing of English and German inhabitants who resided in south-
eastern Pennsylvania in the late 18th and early 19th century. Detailed
sewing instructions and patterns are included. Profusely illustrated.
309 pages with 300 illustrations. 8 1/2" x 11" format. Soft bound.
#Book-RPC Rural Pennsylvania Clothing only $39.99

How the West Was Worn..............................................#Book-HTWWW
Bustles and Buckskins of the Wild Frontier, by Chris Enee
This book examines the sometimes bizarre, often beautiful, and
highly inventive clothing of the Old West. You’ll learn how a cowboy's
home state determined the way he wore his pants and hat, as well as
how to distinguish one Indian tribe from another by their moccasins.
Soft bound, with 128 pages.
#Book-HTWWW How the West Was Worn only $14.99

Wench's, Wives and Servant Girls, A selection of Advertisements
for Female Runaways in American newspapers, 1770-1783
by Don N. Hagist .....................................................#Book-WWSG
Full of primary documentation of the clothing worn by women during
the American Revolution. An excellent resource for reenactors wishing
to recreate clothing authentic to the time period. 251 pages.
#Book-WWSG Wench's, Wives and Servant Girls only $13.99

Who Wore What, Womens Wear 1861-1865.......................#Book-WWW
by Juanita Leisch
A detailed look at women’s clothing in America from 1861 to 1865.
Includes dozens of original black & white photographs. Topics include
nets, caps, hairstyles, bodices, shirts, collars, sleeves, cuffs, gloves,
belts, skirt lengths, fabric, undergarments, and economic influences.
Hardcover, 116 pages, black & white photographs and illustrations.
#Book-WWW Who Wore What only $26.99
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for new and used titles
www.trackofthewolf.com

Cooking & Grilling

The Buckskinner’s Cookbook ..........................................#Book-BC
by James A. Hanson and Kathryn J. Wilson
Ring bound volume with 60 pages of rare and unusual recipes for
truly primitive camp cook. Hundreds of menu items from frontier camps,
voyageur vittles, Woodland, Plains, and Southwest Indian recipes.
Surprise your camp followers with these menu choices! Soft bound.
#Book-BC Buckskinner’s Cookbook only $9.99

Grillin’ & Chill’n’, more than Eighty Easy Recipes for Searing,
Sizzling, and Savoring Venison, by Kate Fiduccia .......#Book-GAC
This book serves up 80 award winning venison recipes that will have
family and friends begging for more. Hard bound, with 173 pages, full
color photos.
#Book-GAC Grillin’ & Chill’n’ only $18.99

Nebraska Pioneer Cookbook...........................................#Book-NPC
by Patty Link
More than a collection of recipes, it is a commentary on how people
lived, ate, and cooked on the frontier of Nebraska. Chapters include
immigrant cooking, food of the Railroad Dining Cars, and cowboy fare.
Soft bound, with 164 pages.
#Book-NPC Nebraska Pioneer Cookbook only $10.99

The Cowgirl's Cookbook ................................................#Book-CC
by Jill Charlotte Stansford
Learn about 18th century Colonial American life. Gleaned from Gil-
gun's articles in Muzzleloader Magazine. Many new photographs and
drawings explain everything from choosing fabric, cutting and sewing
garments, cooking and more. Soft bound.
#Book-TF18C Tidings from the 18th Century only $27.99

Grillin' & Chili'n', more than Eighty Easy Recipes for Searing,
Sizzling, and Savoring Venison, by Kate Fiduccia .......#Book-GAC
This book serves up 80 award winning venison recipes that will have
family and friends begging for more. Hard bound, with 173 pages, full
color photos.
#Book-GAC Grillin’ & Chill’n’ only $18.99

Nebraska Pioneer Cookbook...........................................#Book-NPC
by Patty Link
More than a collection of recipes, it is a commentary on how people
lived, ate, and cooked on the frontier of Nebraska. Chapters include
immigrant cooking, food of the Railroad Dining Cars, and cowboy fare.
Soft bound, with 164 pages.
#Book-NPC Nebraska Pioneer Cookbook only $10.99

The Best from New Mexico Kitchens ..................................#Book-BNMK
by Sheila MacNiven Cameron
Most “Mexican” cooking is essentially Indian, as adapted by the
Spanish. In New Mexico, the cooking therefore was originally based
on Pueblo Indian dishes. Recipes include blue corn bread, frontier
doughnuts, frijoles, and sopaipillas. Soft cover book of 97 pages
with hundreds of recipes.
#Book-BNMK The Best from New Mexico Kitchens only $11.50

Trail Boss's Cowboy Cookbook.................................#Book-TBCC
Ring bound volume with 310 pages of 458 recipes. This collection
of authentic rangeland dishes will surprise and satisfy everyone. With
recipes in 31 categories, including hors d’oeuvres, sauces, casseroles,
game, Mexican dishes, breads, cakes, meat, and poultry.
#Book-TBCC Cowboy Cookbook only $15.99

Native Indian Cookbook, Wild Game, Fish,
& Wild Edibles ..................................................#Book-NIC
The “Native Indian Cookbook” contains 340 recipes from the
Lovesick Lake Native Women’s Association and other Native cooks.
Ingredient include a variety of native wildlife and herbs. 211 pages.
#Book-NIC Native Indian Cookbook only $14.99
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